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•  needs for higher accuracy and resolution gravity 
 plate tectonics 
 seamounts 
 petroleum exploration 
 predicted bathymetry 

•  results from retracking CryoSat LRM waveforms 
 CryoSat 1.4 times better than Geosat and ERS-1 
 gridded accuracy better than 2 mGal in Gulf of Mexico 

•  results from retracking CryoSat SAR and SARIN waveforms 
 threshold retracking successful but accuracy poor 
 arctic gravity shows major improvements, better than 6 mGal 
 our theoretical SAR model waveform is still under development 

•  gravity accuracy improvements over the next 5 years 
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seamounts [Wessel, 2001]"



sparse soundings + dense altimetry = global bathymetry 



improving predicted bathymetry requires better gravity 

retracked ERS retracked Geosat original data 

Evolution of marine gravity models as seen over the 
Galapagos Triple Junction 

  1997                             2005                             2009            2013 + 
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Achieving 1 mGal Gravity Accuracy 

•  Improved range precision -- A factor of 2 or more improvement in 
altimeter range precision, with respect to Geosat and ERS-1, is 
needed to reduce the noise due to ocean waves.   

•  Fine cross-track spacing and long mission duration -- A ground 
track spacing of 6 km or less is required. 

•  Moderate inclination -- Current non-repeat-orbit altimeter data have 
high inclination and thus poor accuracy of the E-W slope at the 
equator.   

•  Near-shore tracking -- For applications near coastlines, the ability to 
track the ocean surface close to shore is desirable. 



CryoSat’s Modes 

•  LRM –- conventional mode used by all 
previous altimeters.  

•  SAR –- synthetic aperture radar mode 
may provide 2-4 times better range 
precision.   

•  SARIN -– uses two receiving antennas to 
also measure cross-track slope.  

source: ESA 
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LRM waveform retracking 

 
Estimate 3 parameters: arrival time (to), rise time (σ), and power (A).	
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recipe for improved 
range precision 

1)  retrack waveforms with 
standard 3-parameter model"

2)  smooth wave height and 
amplitude over 40-km"

3)  retrack waveforms with 2-
parameter model "

Note: this assumes wave height 
varies smoothly along track.  

 



example CryoSat LRM L1b 
sea surface slope vs. EGM2008 



2-parameter retracking is 1.2 times better than 3-parameter 
 
CryoSat range precision is 1.4 times better than Geosat and ERS-1/GM 

LRM 1b results 



CryoSat Data Acquisition over 13 Months 

[CryoSat L1b data 
provided by ESA  
ESRIN] 

LRM 

SAR 

SARIN 



Comparisons in the Gulf of Mexico 

ship gravity 
satellite gravity 

with CryoSat LRM 

5 mGal contour interval 

source: EDCON 



satellite gravity with CryoSat LRM  vs. ship gravity 

rms < 2 mGal 

Comparisons in the Gulf of Mexico 



Wahoo Guyot 

improvement due to addition 
of CryoSat LRM data 

ship gravity (points) 
vs. satellite gravity (line) 

over ~250 km 
 





previously unknown  
plate reorganization 
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Example fits to 
SAR track in North 
Atlantic 



LRM SAR 

Median absolute deviation of CryoSat LRM slope 
from EGM2008 slope is 1.56 microradian. 

Median absolute deviation of CryoSat SAR slope 
from EGM2008 slope is 2.72 microradian. 

Why is SAR precision worse than LRM precision?  incomplete SAR model, bug in our software, 
need finer gate resolution to capture sharper waveform,  . . . .   We don’t know yet. 



Threshold retracking of SAR and SARIN data Canadian Arctic 

[CryoSat L1b data 
provided by ESA  
ESRIN] 

LRM 

SAR 

SARIN 



Canadian Arctic  
Ship Gravity 



Canadian Arctic  
Geosat, ERS-1 + CryoSat (threshold retracking) 



Canadian Arctic  
Geosat and ERS-1 



Canadian Arctic 

CryoSat (threshold retracking only)  
Improves gravity accuracy by ~1 mGal 



[CryoSat L1b data 
provided by ESA  
ESRIN] 

LRM 

SAR 

SARIN 

Threshold retracking of SAR and SARIN data East of Greenland 



CryoSat Data Acquisition over 13 Months - East of Greenland 

[CryoSat L1b data 
provided by ESA  
ESRIN] 

LRM 

SAR 

SARIN 



East of Greenland  
Geosat, ERS-1 



East of Greenland  
Geosat, ERS-1 + CryoSat (threshold retracking) 
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Jason-1 
 
planed 1 yr. 
419-days 

Caspian Sea 
altimeter tracks 



1.4 better range precision with 3 years of CryoSat and 419 days of Jason  

predicted gravity improvement 



Conclusions"

 
•  CryoSat has provided the first dense ocean altimeter coverage since 1996. 

•  Two-pass retracking of LRM waveforms provides 1.4 times better slope 
accuracy than Geosat and ERS-1 because of the 2X higher PRF. 

•  Threshold retracking of SAR and SARIN waveforms provides complete 
coverage of polar areas even during periods of ice cover. 

•  We have not (yet) achieved the LRM range precision by retracking SAR 
and SARIN waveforms.  

•  If CryoSat survives for more than 3 years we will approach a  factor of 2 
improvement in the accuracy of global marine gravity. 

•  Improved gravity will have major payoffs in marine geophysics, physical 
oceanography/climate, military applications, and ocean exploration.  


